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Bell Handling Control Console Software Upgrade

Technical Bulletin
BELL HANDLING CONTROL CONSOLE
SOFTWARE UPDATE
The present technical bulletin contains technical
information aimed to support/improve Drass equipment
currently in operation.
You are kindly requested to:
-

Communicate if this document and those following should be sent to
different e-mail addresses.
Contact Drass for any clarification needed.
involve Drass for implementation of any suggested modifications.
always inform Drass of any modification to Drass equipment to verify
safety, allow traceability and life cycle support.

Please note that technical bulletins will be available at www.drass.it for
permanent consultation.
Reason for Issue
The improvements Suggested are intended to improve level of functioning
of the bell handling HMI as per the following points:
A. improve alarm presentation and alarm acknowledge.
B. Prevent possible error in the installation of a PLC or HMI software
module where the incorrect version of the software has been
previously installed.
C. add Shock Absorber pressure alarm
D. avoid improper use of solenoid activation for the consent of bell mate
trunk pressurization
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Description
A. One of the signs demonstrating that an effective alarm system is in
place is that it presents alarms to the operator only when they are
relevant and require a response / attention. This means the alarm
system is able to track the state of the process in order to know when
to present the alarm and when to suppress it. Transient plant
conditions and unplanned process upsets make this a challenge for
many process applications. The new software provides a powerful and
easy-to-use capability for suppressing alarms dynamically based on the
state of the process and/or equipment. For this reason we have
introduced ISA-1 logic in alarm management.

B. On the HMI first page the HMI and PLC version of the software is
highlighted. With this tool it is possible to track the version of the
software installed on the system.

C. Alarms for low and high pressure have been added close to pressure
gauge in order to attract the attention of the operators.
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D. In the new release of the software we have introduced two
different thresholds for the activation and deactivation of the
solenoid "consent of bell mate trunk pressurization" in order to
avoid problems of command flickering.
The modification can be requested from claudia.ramirez@drass.it;
Please c.c. to sales@drass.it
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Recommendations
1. Use only Drass original upgrade kit
2. Record the modification in the documentation of the diving
system
3. Report the execution of the improvement as per OEM
recommendations to the Class Surveyor during the annual
survey.
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